
Outstanding noise-cancelling microphones 

When you need to make calls on the go, in a variety  
of different environments, you don’t want to worry  
about background noise. Jabra Talk 65 has two built-in 
microphones, delivering up to 80% noise cancellation  
from your end of the call. So wherever you’re calling  
from, they’ll hear you clearly.

All-day connection

Stay connected all day, with a battery that won’t let you 
down. The Talk 65 delivers up to 14 hours of talk time on  
a single charge, so you can keep communicating on even  
the longest shifts.

Comfortable, ergonomic fit

We believe a premium headset should also come with 
premium comfort, and we’ve worked hard to make sure  
the Talk 65 delivers on that promise. Ergonomically 
designed, it provides a lightweight, comfortable fit that 
feels great all day.

Extended wireless range

With a wireless range of up to 300 feet/100 meters, you can 
carry on the conversation, away from your phone. Leave your 
device behind and be sure your connection will hold, so you 
can get on with your day without having to take your phone 
with you everywhere you go*.

Tough & durable 

Your headset can take a bit of a beating when you’re constantly 
on the go. So why settle for a product that isn’t tough enough 
to handle it? The Talk 65 features IP54-rated protection against 
dust and water, so it’s durable enough to go wherever you do.

Voice assistants & GPS streaming 

Stream GPS directions, or instantly access Siri or Google 
Assistant, while on the go**. Get the information you need  
in an instant, while keeping your hands out of your pockets.

TALK 65

Outstanding noise-cancelling microphones. 
Engineered for calls on the go.

*Device and network dependent 
**Device dependent 
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PRODUCT SKU EAN UPC

Jabra Talk 65 100-98230000-02 N/A 615822016803

Jabra Talk 65 CA 100-98230000-20 N/A 615822016810 

Jabra Talk 65 CN 100-98230000-35 5707055057571 N/A

Jabra Talk 65 APAC 100-98230000-40 5707055057595 N/A

Jabra Talk 65 EMEA 100-98230000-60 5707055057618 N/A

Jabra Talk 65 Refresher Kit 100-62340000-00 5707055057656 615822016902

FEATURES BENEFITS

Audio 2 noise-cancelling microphones Block out 80% background noise

HD Voice For clear conversations and improved productivity

A2DP streaming Stream your GPS, music, and more

Ease of use Up to 14 hours talk time on a single charge Stay connected on even the longest shifts

Ultra-light, weighs just 0.7 oz / 20g Small and discreet for comfortable all-day wear

One button controls answer/end and reject calls Easy to use controls

USB-C charging For added convenience

Voice assistant access Enhance productivity by using your headset to access your voice assistant

Connectivity Bluetooth® 5.1 For superior connectivity

Multipoint pairing Use with two Bluetooth devices at the same time

NFC (Near-Field Communication) For easy pairing and connecting compatible devices

Up to 300 ft/100 m wireless range No need to be glued to your mobile device

Durability IP54-rated Protection against dust and water

Warranty Two-year warranty in Europe. One-year warranty in the rest of the world.

HOW TO USE 

ORDERING & ACCESSORIES

FEATURES & BENEFITS

2 microphones 
For crystal-clear callsVolume up

Volume down

Power on/off (hold)
Voice assistant**

Mute microphone

USB-C charging port

Answer/end call
Reject call (hold)

Secure and comfortable fit 
With 3 EarGels in different sizes

Easy to adjust 
Wear on right or left ear


